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The perception of organic crystals being rigid static entities is quickly eroding, and molecular crystals are now matching a number of properties previously thought to be unique to soft materials. Here, we present crystals of a boronate ester that encompass many of the elastic and plastic mechanical properties of polymers such as bending, twisting, coiling and highly efficient self-healing of up to 67%, while they maintain their long-range structural order. The approach utilizes the concept of dynamic covalent chemistry and proves it can be applied towards ordered materials. This work expands our current understanding of the properties of crystalline molecular materials, and it could have implications towards the development of mechanically robust organic crystals that are capable of self-repair for durable all-organic electronics and soft robotics.

Introduction

Fatigue and wear are some of the most inevitable, yet undesirable fates of a material. A deviation from this common axiom was introduced by self-healing materials that are capable of autonomously recovering from damage.1 The self-healing effect has been extensively explored in mesophasic materials and many self-healing polymers have been developed that use encapsulation,2,3 metal–ligand interactions,4,5 hydrogen bonding,6,7 dynamic covalent chemistry,8 pericyclic reactions,9,10 and other covalent and supramolecular strategies.11–14 Being inherently less flexible, the deformation of molecular crystalline solids has been given much less attention, however this view is evolving to appreciate the vibrant properties of crystalline solids.15–19 More recently, the realm of atypical phenomena found in crystalline solids has been expanded by the discovery of methods to ‘weld’ crystals20 and the first self-healing organic crystal,21 although the material in the latter case showed a modest recovery of only less than 7%. We hypothesized that self-healing in molecular crystals is a more general property and it may be found by exploring other dynamic covalent chemistry motifs.22,23 To that end, we focused on the reversible reactions between boronic acids and boronic esters that have been utilized to create self-healing polymers and hydrogels.24–26 Here, we report crystals of a boronic ester that are capable of self-healing with an initial healing of 67% to 44% after five cycles.

This material is unique in that unlike other organic crystals that can bend either elastically or plastically,27,28 when exposed to local pressure it can be deformed elastically and plastically by bending, twisting and coiling while maintaining most of its crystallinity. By providing the first example of highly efficient repair of an organic crystal, this material bridges the gap between soft matter and ordered crystalline solids, and opens prospects for the discovery of other self-healing crystalline materials.

Results

While screening various boronic acids, the 3-isopropoxyphenyl boronic acid (1) was selected and its catechol ester (3) was synthesized (Fig. 1A).29 The product was recrystallized from n-hexane to yield translucent planks of up to 3 cm in length. The crystals can be bent plastically, twisted elastically, and shaped into arbitrary morphologies, as demonstrated by using crystals to write in English and Arabic (Fig. 1B). When the crystals are pressed on their (100) face they bend and remain bent indefinitely, but can be flattened by applying force in the opposite direction or by uniform pressing across the kink (Movies S1 and S2†). The bending and flattening can be repeated at least five times, and the crystals retain their macroscopic integrity. Unlike bending, however, when the crystals are twisted around their long axis ([010]), they return to their original shape after the torque has been removed (Movie S3†).

As confirmed with XRD, the crystals before bending are single crystals (Fig. S1†), but they are notably soft. The elastic modulus on the (100) face, measured using three-point bending tests, was determined to be 4.8–27.2 MPa (Fig. S2 and Table S1†) and thus are about tenfold lower than low-density polyethylene (94.8 ± 3.1 MPa).30 To test the limits of their extraordinary elasticity, an elongated crystal was twisted by using a torque-
transducing device over 1080° (three full revolutions) before it snapped from one end (Fig. 1C and Movie S4†). Upon breaking, the crystal spontaneously partially untwisted, and only two out of the four kinks were retained. Crystals can also be manually coiled around a glass capillary and shaped into a helix with arbitrary pitch and diameter (Fig. 1D and Movie S5†). The coiling is plastic, and the original shape of the crystal can only be recovered by manual flattening. The crystal can be coiled and uncoiled repeatedly, however rippling and delamination occur on the surface. Surprisingly, we found that a coiled crystal can even be mended in 24 hours by compressing the two ends together (Fig. 1E and Movie S6†), indicating that it can repair itself, analogous to the self-healing of polymers and elastomers.14

The SEM images of deformed or broken crystals (Fig. S3†) hint at plausible mechanism of the different modes of crystal deformation (bending, twisting and coiling). Upon bending, the shear stress between the sheets is released by delamination into major slabs (thickness, 37 ± 6 μm) and minor sheets (5.8 ± 1.1 μm) that appear as striations normal to the bent face, and this accounts for the plastic behavior of the crystals (Fig. S3A and B†). During moderate twisting the striations were not observed; hence, the crystal does not delaminate, and it unwinds to recover its original shape after the torque was removed (Fig. S3C and D†). Coiling in a helix is a combination of bending (plastic deformation) and twisting (elastic deformation),15 and the crystal remains coiled due to the dominant contribution of the plastic component to the overall deformation (Fig. S3E†). Upon uncoiling the layers on the convex surface delaminate and buckle, similar to what was observed upon straightening of a bent crystal (Fig. S3F†). In stark contrast with the flexible mechanical reconfigurations described above, applying force to the (102) face results in fracture (Fig. S3G and H, and Movie S7†).

The mechanical response can be scrutinized by the anisotropy in crystal packing and absence of strong intermolecular interactions (Fig. 2). In the crystal structure of 3 the molecules pack in head-to-head arrangement to form alternating infinite chains interacting through π–π interactions, with closest distances between ring centroids of 3.545(1) and 3.628(1) Å, which ultimately form sheets of molecules. We hypothesize that when pressure is applied on the (100) face, the van der Waals interactions between sheets allow the molecules to glide over each other and the dislocations to move unobstructed to achieve bending (Movie S8†). This process is conceptually similar to planes of sliding clay commonly found in geology.24 Additionally, the π–π interactions in between molecules provide structural flexibility so that they can be compressed or spaced further apart. As shown by the strong and discrete X-ray diffraction peaks in Fig. 3A–D, the crystals retain a high degree of crystallinity throughout the mechanical deformation after being bent and unbent up to 20 times. We note that after repeated bending (>5–10 cycles) the diffraction spots become less discrete and the sample appears more polycrystalline. In line with the expected accumulation of defects, the mosaicity of an unbent crystal sample appears more polycrystalline. In line with the expected accumulation of defects, the mosaicity of an unbent crystal

Fig. 1 Preparation and mechanical reconfiguration of crystals of 3-isoproxyphénylboronic acid catechol ester. (A) A general scheme for preparation of the ester (3) from 3-isoproxyphenyl boronic acid (1) and catechol (2). (B) Several crystals of 3 shaped to spell ‘N. Y. Jameira’ (N. Y. University in Arabic). (C–E) Crystals of 3 that have been twisted 1080° (C), coiled around a glass capillary (D), and that have had their two ends mended together to form a crystal ring (E). Scale bars: (B) 1 cm; (C) 1 mm; (D) 2 mm; (E) 1 mm.
and this allows the material to respond elastically. van der Waals interactions could also contribute to the plastic and elastic behavior.

To test the self-healing ability, the crystal was adhered to the silicone pads of a small tensile tester and bifurcated while measuring the stress required to induce the virgin break by pulling the sample in the [100] direction of the crystal (Fig. S4A†). The Young's modulus of the (10/2/C22) face of the crystal was determined to be 1.18 MPa from the stress-strain profile (Fig S4B†). This value is low compared to the other organic crystals (on the order of 0.1–10 GPa), and indicates the pronounced softness of the material. The two pieces of the separated crystal were then brought in contact across the new interface using a minimal pressure (~1 MPa) that was required to keep them in contact with each other, and left to heal. After 24 hours, the sample was separated and the change in force was monitored during the separation (Fig. 4A).

At low displacement (<0.12 mm), the load rapidly increases due to decompression of the silicone pads. At larger displacements the crystal begins to experience a tensile load and the load incrementally grows until a breaking point occurs at 0.063 N (49.6 kPa), and the fragments separate. Typically, a breakpoint in a material is represented by a sudden drop in the load (~1 MPa) that was required to keep them in contact with each other, and left to heal. After 24 hours, the sample was separated and the change in force was monitored during the separation (Fig. 4A).

Relative to the strength of the virgin crystal (74.0 kPa), the difference between the highest load before and after the break normalized by the surface area of the healed interface gives a healing of 67%. Compared to the previously reported example of self-healing in dipyrazolethiuram disulfide crystals (~7%), this represents an order of magnitude improvement in the healing efficiency. This result is the highest reported self-healing ability of molecular crystals, and it is comparable with soft self-healing materials such as polymers.

Subsequent healing attempts were repeated five times in succession on the same crystal, and showed a recovery of 58, 62, 47 and 44% from the second to the fifth healing cycle. Such decrease in recovery over repeated attempts is common for self-healing polymeric materials, and we attribute the fatigue to accumulation of defect sites or areas of lost contact over repeated separations. Additional reasons for the decreased self-healing efficiency over repeated attempts may be separation of debris and the difficulty to accomplish good alignment of the fragments due to small shifts. However, the crystallinity in the...
bulk of the fragments was retained after healing, as shown by the strong and discrete X-ray diffraction pattern before and after healing (Fig. 3E and F). Since single crystal X-ray diffraction provides information on the bulk of the crystal, this result confirms that the interior of the sample remains crystalline.

To verify whether the healing behavior was caused by other interactions (physical adhesion, water cohesion, electrostatics, or other secondary effects) the tensile strength of the healed interface was measured soon after the two fragments were contacted. The two crystal faces were contacted and held together for 5 seconds, the tensile strength upon separation was measured (Fig. S5A†), and this procedure was repeated four times. A significant force holding the two fragments could not be detected, confirming that the increased tensile strength of the healed material is due to a slow process that requires sufficient time to occur during a prolonged contact. It is worth noting that not all crystals healed after being compressed for 24 h (Fig. S5B†) and we attributed it to poor contact or debris in between the pieces during compression.

The internal structure of separated and healed crystals of 3 was analyzed by using computerized tomography (CT), a technique that provides direct 3D imaging of the internal structure of the crystal based on the density distribution of the crystal interior. A CT scan and selected cross-sections of a crystal of 3 before and after healing are shown in Fig. 4B and C, respectively (Movies S11 and S12†) where areas with different density of the material are displayed in different colors. Before healing the crystal is visibly separated, and the central portion of the two fragments appears denser than their periphery (Fig. 4B). After the central sections of the two fragments were put in contact with each other for 24 hours, the crystal appears mended, as seen by the more uniform color distribution in the cross-sections of the central part of the healed crystal where the two fragments were held in contact with each other (Fig. 4C).
The ubiquity of self-healing polymers stems from the intrinsic flexibility and diffusion of molecules and their parts in these disordered materials. In molecular crystalline solids, the molecules are typically thought to lack this mobility and are expected to be less able to reach and react with neighboring molecules. However, as described above, elastically and plastically bending crystal such as 3 must have a certain degree of mobility of the molecules in their structure to accommodate the molecular reorganization required for elastic and plastic bending. Indeed, the understanding of reactivity on crystal surfaces has been recently greatly advanced, and it is now accepted that mass transfer at surfaces of molecular crystals can be significant and far more than what is expected within the bulk.\textsuperscript{21,34,35} To investigate how the surface of 3 changes over time at ambient temperature and humidity (22 °C, 37% RH) a selected area on the (100) surface was imaged by AFM over 18.5 hours (Fig. S6 and Movie S13†). Initially a step feature of the crystal was imaged and the sharp edges and steps are clearly visible (Fig. S6A†). After 7.25 hours, the step has become rounded and a series of repeated step features appeared. After 18.5 hours, the surface has flattened and several facets have formed. The direction of migration of the surface relative to the crystal faces remains unclear, because of the thermal drift and the rapid changes of the surface have removed any recognizable landmarks. Nevertheless, the results show that the crystal surface is very active and since the self-healing reaction is a surface phenomenon, a degree of mobility on the surface would aid the kinetics of the reaction.

The ester bonds in boronates are known to be dynamic in nature,\textsuperscript{36–40} and they can be broken and reformed at room temperature. In line with this, the chemical self-healing in 3 can occur by several reactions: (a) metathesis, which is the exchange of acid and catechol between two esters (Fig. 5A) (b) transesterification (replacement of the catechol with a molecule of another free catechol) (Fig. 5A) and (c) condensation between boronic acid and catechol (Fig. 1A). The latter two processes require free reactants 1 and 2 which could be obtained on the surface of 3 by hydrolysis.

Typically, condensation of boronic acids and catechols is the proposed mechanism of self-healing in many polymers and hydrogels.\textsuperscript{23–26} The hydrolysis of boronic esters is very well known in the dynamic covalent chemistry,\textsuperscript{37} and not surprisingly, the surface of compound 3 was found to undergo hydrolysis when exposed to liquid or atmospheric water (Fig. S7†). Since small amounts of 1 and 2 have been observed from 3 by hydrolysis, the feasibility of condensation was tested by ball-milling pure 1 and 2 at room temperature to ensure better physical contact between the microcrystalline particles of the reactants. However, although the condensation has been reported to occur at elevated temperatures,\textsuperscript{38} we did not observe the formation of 3 by milling and only the starting materials were found. Since the ball-milling procedures provided even harsher reaction conditions (increased shear, local heating, pressure) than simply contacting two fragments used for self-healing and condensation was not observed, we conclude that condensation of free catechol and boronic acid is not the primary mechanism of self-healing.

Transesterification between the ester and alcohol, on the other hand, requires free catechol, which can also be obtained by hydrolysis, and thus further experiments were aimed at probing whether the adhesion between the fragments was caused by hydrolysis followed by transesterification. Since the transesterification product is chemically identical to the starting material, a chemically similar yet spectroscopically distinguishable compound was used, 4-methylcatechol, to test the feasibility of transesterification on the surface. A crystal of 3 was

![Fig. 5 Proposed mechanism of self-healing. (A) Metathesis and transesterification reactions. (B) The crystal structure of 3 showing the herringbone-type packing with the molecules from adjacent columns shown in green and red color. (C) The crystal is separated, and the fragments are mildly compressed. Metathesis occurs between the boronic ester molecules across the compressed interface. Both the green and red dots represent molecules of 3 from adjacent columns. The blue and dark grey represent 1 and 2, respectively. The mixed red/green molecules represent molecules that have underwent metathesis.](image-url)
placed in contact with 4-methylcatechol (0.5 N) for 16 hours and the surface of 3 was analysed using ATR FT-IR spectroscopy. The results show that the transesterification product 4 was formed after being placed in contact with 4-methylcatechol (Fig. S8A†) and the diagnostic peaks for 4 at 1488, 1359, 1317, 1162, and 821 cm\(^{-1}\) were found on the surface of 3. The peaks from the surface of 3 can also be seen at 1567, 1467, 1369, 1232 and 968 cm\(^{-1}\). The transesterification reaction was also found to occur by manual grinding and uniaxial pressure using powders of 3 and 4-methylcatechol (Fig. S8A and S8B†). The data shows that transesterification reaction occurs on the surface of the crystal of 3 under the same conditions as the self-healing experiments. From this, we propose transesterification is a plausible mechanism of the observed self-healing.

Finally, direct boronic ester metathesis between two adjacent molecules of 3 may reform two new molecules of 3 across the crack to achieve healing (Fig. 5A and B). The metathesis between the dynamic covalent bonds of boronic esters is known,59,60 and it was tested by synthesizing the phenylboronic acid 4-methylcatechol ester 5. The catechol and boronic acid components of 5 are different from those of 3, and if ester metathesis occurred the mixed products could be detected and quantified. Representative reactions in solution and on powder-dized samples were performed using a ball mill to test the feasibility of this mechanism (Fig. S9†). In a solution of dimethyl sulfoxide-\(d_6\), equimolar ratios of compounds 3 and 5 were found to metathesize readily and form boronic esters 4 and 6 (Fig. S9A†). Equimolar ratios of 3 and 5 were also ball-milled and formation of the two new boronic esters 4 and 6 was observed by the appearance of the doublets at 7.19 and 8.11 ppm corresponding to the metathesis products 4 and 6, respectively, proving the reaction occurs in the solid state (Fig. S9B†). To remove the possible effect of shear strain on the outcome of the metathesis in the above ball-milling reactions, the effect of static pressure was also investigated using a hydraulic press. Manually ground equimolar mixtures of 3 and 5 with 0.1 mol% of phenylboronic acid were exposed to 555 MPa of pressure for varying durations (Fig. S10A†). The percent composition of esters 4 and 6 was found to be 9, 13, 12, 12 and 13% for 4 and 6, 9, 13, 13 and 13% for 6 after 0.16, 1.5, 3.6, 6 and 24 hours of compression. The same experiment was also performed with varying loads (55.5, 221, 388, and 555 MPa) with a constant duration (4 h) and formation of 4 and 6 was observed with increasing force (Fig. S10B†).

Since the pressures used here are higher than those applied to keep the two fragments in contact during the tensile measurements (~1 MPa), this result generally reflects the propensity of the ester molecules to react across the inter-particle interface. Altogether, the evidence of significant exchange between boronic esters via metathesis upon manual grinding, ball-milling and even uniaxial pressure in the solid state supports the proposed mechanism of self-healing by metathesis.

There is a chance a portion of the restoration could stem from physical adhesion from non-covalent interactions, such as the van der Waals forces between adjacent layers. However, these interactions typically occur on the seconds scale,61 and thus they are kinetically much faster than solid-state covalent reactions across static interfaces, which require hours for diffusion.21 If the non-covalent interactions and physical adhesion contributed to a significant portion of the healing, we would have expected to have measured it during the 5 second compression tests and none were observed (Fig. S5A†). To further test this possibility, we developed a custom AFM experiment in which we adhered an approximately 190 \times 160 \textmu m crystal of 3 to a tipless AFM cantilever and performed surface adhesion force measurements between a macroscopic crystal of 3 and the cantilever to which the crystal was mounted (Fig. 6). The adhesion force between the crystal-mounted cantilever and the macroscopic crystal was found to be \(-56.42 \pm 1.52\) nN over 15 measurements (Table S3†). As a control, the adhesion force between the crystal attached cantilever and a sapphire surface was measured and found to be \(-39.77 \pm 2.39\) nN over three measurements (Fig. S11 and Table S4†). The results show that the adhesive properties of crystals of 3 to itself are comparable to its adhesion to sapphire, a known non-adhesive material.43 This result eliminates the possibility of the self-healing being due to a simple physical adhesion between two crystals of 3.

Conclusions

Through our investigation of the mechanism of self-healing it is clear that both transesterification and metathesis occur in the solid state and both probably occur concurrently during the self-healing experiments. The two processes are both initiated by the same stimulus, mechanical force, and it is not possible to deconvolute the individual contributions of two mechanisms towards healing. In fact, both processes occurring simultaneously may be the reason the crystals can heal to such high...
efficiencies. From this, we believe that both transesterification and metathesis are responsible for the self-healing effect (Fig. 5). If a portion of the restoration stemmed from physical adhesion by non-covalent interactions, we would have expected to have measured it during AFM adhesion experiments (Fig. 6, Tables S3 and S4†). On the other hand, the formation of the transesterification and metathesis products provides firm evidence that the bond shuffling between the boronic esters and catechol occurs in the solid state and appears to be the most likely reason for the self-healing. The reformation of the bonds between the layers is related to intrinsic self-healing capability. Within a broader context, we anticipate that self-healing by dynamic covalent chemistry is a more common phenomenon occurring in molecular crystals that can be deformed plastically, and can be explored within the realm of materials for electronics, robotics and pharmaceutical applications.
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